Allen & Overy’s tech innovation space

Key contacts

Bringing together tech companies, clients and A&O experts to develop
practical solutions to legal, regulatory and deal-related issues

What sets us apart

Jonathan Brayne

Shruti Ajitsaria

– The only physical space where clients, start-ups, mature tech companies and a top global law firm
can co-develop solutions

Partner, Allen & Overy and
Chairman, Fuse – London
Tel +44 20 3088 2600

Counsel, Allen & Overy and
Head of Fuse – London
Tel +44 20 3088 1831

– Targeting dealtech, as well as legaltech and regtech

Key benefits
– Learning lab

Clients

– Catalyst for ideas
– Collaborative workshop

– Lawyers’ learning lab
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– “Advanced” proposition
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– Client opportunities
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– R&D function

A ll e n &

– Catalyst for ideas

– Solution development

Engagement with Fuse

84

applicants for
cohort 1

19%

– Product development
– Access to A&O clients
– Access to A&O knowhow

“Allen & Overy’s ‘Fuse’ provides a case study for how to
launch a legal incubator and to harness its potential.”

© Allen & Overy LLP 2018

shruti.ajitsaria@allenovery.com
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5,500

applicants for
cohort 2

over
internal and external visitors
(September 2017-February 2018)

Breakdown of type of companies which have applied for cohort 1

– Pilots

Forbes.com, 12 February 2018

jonathan.brayne@allenovery.com
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Breakdown of type of companies which have applied for cohort 2
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COHORT 1 (SEPTEMBER 2017-FEBRUARY 2018)

COHORT 2 (MAY-OCTOBER 2018)

Avvoka

Corlytics

iManage

Bloomsbury AI

Kira Systems

Signal Media

A digital platform for
streamlining the entire
process of contract
creation, commenting,
approval, negotiation and
signing – together with
analytics over the resulting
contract portfolio.

A provider of regulatory risk
intelligence derived from
regulators around the world,
using forensic analysis and
forecasting of fines
and sentencing.

Provider of a document
management system which
recently acquired RAVN,
a business developing
natural language processing
and machine learning
technology to organise,
discover and
summarise documents.

An artificial intelligence
start-up that uses natural
language understanding,
cognitive capabilities and
machine learning to create
automated and self-learning
Smart Advisors.

Creator of machine learning
technology for document
review and analysis.

Ithaca

Legatics

Nivaura

Neota Logic

Kira helps automate the
extraction and analysis of
key provisions from both
structured and unstructured
contracts, accelerating and
improving the accuracy of
due diligence, deal points
studies, general contract
reviews, regulatory
compliance and more.

An artificial intelligence
media monitoring company
that transforms information
into accessible, actionable
business knowledge.
Signal will focus on a
platform for global regulatory
knowledge allows users to
deliver relevant, up-to-date
regulatory advice to clients
in over 15 different
geographies and covering
200+ regulators.

A charitable not-for-profit
enterprise aiming to create
a mobile-responsive online
technology platform to
assist asylum seekers in
gaining access to pro
bono legal representation
and advice.

A company that turns
‘paper and email’ based
legal processes, ranging
from conditions precedent
collection through know
your customer checks,
issues lists and deal ‘bibles’,
into simple software.

An automated, end-to-end
platform for the issue,
administration, trading and
performance of bonds and
other financial instruments
targeting, initially, small and
medium-sized issuers.

A provider of automation
software for the legal and
compliance industries.
Its AI-powered app
development platform
provides a toolset for
professionals to build and
deploy applications that
automate legal expertise,
processes and documents.

Legatics

Avvoka

A company that turns ‘paper
and email’ based legal
processes, ranging from
conditions precedent
collection through know
your customer checks,
issues lists and deal ‘bibles’,
into simple software.

A digital platform for
streamlining the entire
process of contract
creation, commenting,
approval, negotiation
and signing – together with
analytics over the resulting
contract portfolio.

Opus 2

Vable

Regnosys

Nivaura

Originally a developer of
litigation and transcript
management software,
now also developing a
tool to support lawyers
with the prospectus
verification process.

A provider of content
aggregation, automation
and intelligence software
which allows information
specialists to simplify the
collection, organisation and
distribution of current
awareness from thousands
of sources.

A fintech company which
combines programmatic
compliance and open
sourcing to drive
change in the financial
industry’s approach to
regulatory compliance.

An automated, end-to-end
platform for the issue,
administration, trading and
performance of bonds and
other financial instruments
targeting, initially, small and
medium-sized issuers.
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